Figuring the past as a world of lost plenitude, nostalgia in this vein nonetheless contrives to keep the past in play, impinging upon and capable of intervening in the present. The trope of recency is not always and inevitably conservative. Its political force does not rest in the demand that the past should be restored, but rather in the insistence that the loss in question lies immediately behind and defines our present condition, so that the work of the present is to grasp and respond to what has been lost. A comparison can be drawn with the work of Walter Benjamin's revolutionary historian, who 'stops telling the sequence of events like the beads of a rosary. Instead, he grasps the constellation which his own era has formed with a definite earlier one '. 3 For many writers throughout the early modern period, the earlier era that formed a constellation with their own was that of the English Reformation. This article will explore the rhetoric and temporality of 'lateness' in postReformation England, with a particular focus on the perceived recency of the Reformation itself.
The most famous (and perhaps the most controversial) use of 'late' with reference to the lost past in early modern literature occurs in the fourth line of Shakespeare's Sonnet 73. Having compared his time of life to that season in which leafless branches shake in the cold wind, he further describes those branches as 'Bare ruined choirs where late the sweet birds sang'. 4 With its poignant economy, the line evokes both the desolation of half-ruined monastic churches, which would have been a familiar sight in many parts of England or Wales in the later sixteenth century, and the nostalgic image of pre-Reformation choristers in full song. Yet the temporal implications are puzzling, if not jarring. Shakespeare, born in 1564, certainly had no personal memory of monastic life before the Dissolution of 1536-40. Writing nearly sixty years after the last 'Ave Maria' was chanted in a monastic choir, what could have prompted him to describe such singing as something lost only recently, or of 'late'? As Eamon Duffy observes: Duffy may well be right about Shakespeare's sympathy for the old religion, but such biographical speculation should not be made to rest on this line. 'Late' is indeed a 'telltale word' in this context, but the tale it has to tell us is somewhat more complicated. 6 Although in early modern usage the term typically refers to the unequivocally recent past, Shakespeare is not alone in using 'late' to describe events that took place well before his birth. Visiting the Colosseum in 1644, John Evelyn noted that it had 'remained entire, till of late that some of the stones were carried away to repair the city walls and build the Farnesian palace'. 7 Evelyn's disposition to regard events between one and two centuries in the past as 'late' is bound up with his determination to believe that until that point the Colosseum might still have been seen in its original perfection. 8 In both Shakespeare and Evelyn, the word 'late' introduces a nostalgic temporality capable of collapsing large stretches of time between the present and the lost object of desire. As I shall argue here, the peculiar temporality of lateness is particularly prominent in early modern responses to the English Reformation, especially as witnessed in its destructive impact on buildings and monuments. Persisting through much of the seventeenth century and into the early Restoration era, the perception of a 'recent Reformation' seems to have been equally prevalent among Catholic sympathisers and conventional, even militant, Protestants.
Other poetic responses to the destruction of the monasteries echo Shakespeare's use of 'late' in Sonnet 73, at the same or an even greater distance in time from the historical event, and from both sides of the confessional divide. 9 The anonymous Catholic author of the 'Lament for Our Lady's Shrine at Walsingham', probably writing in the 1580s or 90s, grieves to hear 6 The sense of 'late' explored in this article corresponds to OED, s.v. 'late, adj. 1 ', III.12: 'Of, belonging to, or occurring in a past period of time comparatively near to the present; recent in date, origin, or completion.' The first example of this sense is from 1433: 'grete myschief in late dayes begonne'; the related adverbial phrase 'of late' is also attested from the early fifteenth century. Denham has no particular sympathy for the monks or their religion, but he sees in the dissolution of the monasteries an example of royal arrogance and over-reaching, foreshadowing the conflicts of his own era. Inasmuch as it lies just behind the problems that bedevil the present, the destruction of Chertsey Abbey remains a 'late' event, even a hundred years on.
Nostalgia is, arguably, an occupational hazard for poets of any religious stripe. Yet the tendency to describe acts of destruction and iconoclasm as 'late', even at a distance of many decades, was not confined to poetry. Soberminded Church and civic historians of the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were equally prone to write in this vein. The central section of this article will focus on a single example, the lost tomb of Bishop Grandisson in Exeter Cathedral, whose disappearance was described by a series of early modern authors over the course of almost a century as a recent event. The curious case of the missing tomb will ultimately lead us back to Shakespeare, and to the wider question of early modern nostalgia for the lately lost past. As far as the memory of the Reformation is concerned, the sharp sense of recent loss evinced by writers in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries would eventually give way, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, to more temporally ordered and familiar forms of nostalgia and ruin-sentiment. Yet, as I shall argue in conclusion, the paradoxical temporality of lateness still inflects modern perceptions of the past, often accompanied and encouraged by the careful curation of absence. 10 12 Grandisson's tomb does not survive, but when exactly it disappeared remains intriguingly unclear.
In or around 1586, the notable Exeter historian, John Hooker, alias Vowell, recorded in his commonplace book that Grandisson was buryed in a tombe of Ledd in the Chaple in the west wall of his owne Churche wch his tombe was of late pulled vp, the Ashes scattered abroade and the bones of his carcasses bestowed no man knoweth where. 13 Although Hooker does not make his view of this act explicit, the emphasis on the scattering of the ashes and the secretive disposal of the bones suggests disapproval, if not of the removal of the tomb itself, then at least of the manner in which it was done. There is no question here, however, of 'a dangerously positive reading of the religious past'. Hooker was a militant Protestant. The works for which he is best known today are a strongly loyal eye-witness account of the 1549 Prayerbook Rebellion, and the history of Ireland he contributed to Holinshed's Chronicles (1587), in which the pope is characterised as a bloodthirsty 'son of sathan'.
14 Yet Hooker's reforming zeal did not conflict with his admiration for Exeter Cathedral as a venerable institution. In his Catalog of the Bishops of Excester, his admiration for the administrative and architectural achievements of medieval prelates is not hindered by his distaste for their 'false and superstitious religion'.
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Hooker's adverbial phrase 'of late' has led commentators to assume that the tomb of Bishop Grandisson was violated and dismantled in the 1580s. 16 This assumption is bolstered to some degree by archaeological evidence. When the site of the former tomb was excavated in the 1950s, the finds included a scattering of German and English coins of Elizabethan date, along with a gold ring thought to have belonged to the Bishop himself, and fragments of pottery, cloth, and bone (probably fill from a nearby rubbish heap). 17 On the face of it, the date of the coins would seem to confirm the literal sense of Hooker's sentence, indicating that the tomb was desecrated shortly before 1586. Yet there are reasons for doubt.
Assaults on medieval tombs were relatively rare in the later sixteenth century. Although church ornaments associated with Catholic superstition, especially picture windows and rood screens, were targeted in the early years of Elizabeth's reign, the Queen had expressly forbidden 'breakinge or defacing monumentes of antiquitie, beyng set up in Churches' in a proclamation of September 1560. 18 There are relatively few recorded incidents of tombs being desecrated in this period, and where such deeds took place, the motive more often lay in family rivalries than religious zeal. 19 As for Exeter, beyond Hooker's ambiguous reference to the fate of Grandisson's tomb, there are no indications of assaults on the medieval fabric of the cathedral in this period. Indeed, the Elizabethan cathedral seems to have been intent on increasing rather than diminishing its store of monuments to Catholic bishops. In 1568, Hooker himself had spearheaded the installation of a new memorial to the eleventh-century founder, Leofric (an event which -writing in 1584 -he also describes as having taken place 'of late').
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Half a century earlier, it had been a very different story. There is no question that multiple and spectacular acts of iconoclasm were perpetrated 15 in Exeter Cathedral in the early years of the Reformation. The assaults on images, monuments, and ornaments under the zealous Dean Simon Heynes in the late 1530s were severe enough to prompt a formal remonstration from ten of his own canons. 21 The reported despoliation of Grandisson's tomb seems comparable to other attacks on monuments and memorials instigated by Heynes, including the thorough desecration of the chantry chapel of Bishop Hugh Oldham (d. 1519) and the stripping of the effigial brass from the tomb of Bishop Edmund Lacy (d. 1455), who had been the subject of local cult. The destruction of the altarpiece in St Radegund's Chapel, a few feet from Grandisson's tomb, can probably also be assigned to this period. Leaving Hooker's 'of late' to one side for the moment, the contextual evidence would suggest that the assault on Grandisson's tomb took place in the late 1530s, rather than the 1580s. Indeed, Hooker's own reference to the 'ashes scattered abroade' associates the event with the most famous (and probably apocryphal) assault on human remains of the Reformation era: the burning and scattering of the remains of Thomas Becket at Canterbury. 23 The stripping of the tomb's brass effigy, not without mutilation of the marble surface, had probably occurred well before Godwin's birth in 1562, and perhaps some sixty years before he wrote. Godwin revised this passage, changing 'monsterously defaced' to 'shamefully defaced' in the second edition of 1615; yet even at that date, when the desecration of Jocelin's monument must have lain near the furthest edge of living memory, Godwin persisted in describing it as a 'late' event. 24 If, as most contextual evidence would suggest, the tomb of John Grandisson was probably desecrated in the 1530s under Dean Simon Heynes, the Elizabethan coins found in association with its former location may indicate subsequent interference with the site in the later sixteenth century. This is plausible enough, as there were efforts in many cathedrals and churches in the Elizabethan period and later to tidy away some of the more unpalatable 21 The story of Grandisson's tomb in the ensuing century becomes still more puzzling and intriguing. Hooker's ambiguous 'of late' seems to have created a snag in the temporal fabric around this missing tomb, preventing its destruction from receding into the past at the same rate as other events of the period. In 1630, the county historian, Thomas Westcote, recorded in his View of Devonshire that Grandisson's body: was shrouded in lead, which was not long since taken up, the lead melted, and the chapel defaced. An unworthy deed; and it is to me a marvel that they escaped unpunished, in regard the very heathen had laws against the violating or defacing of monuments or sepulchres.
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Westcote's account of the event differs from Hooker's on several crucial points, which may suggest a separate source. Where Hooker refers to 'a tombe' of lead, Westcote has Grandisson wrapped in a lead shroud, the removal of which would amount to the disrobing of the Bishop's body. Hooker mentions neither the melting of the lead nor the defacement of the chapel, details which, in combination, suggest an uneasy amalgam of pragmatism and zeal. Westcote openly condemns the desecration, whereas Hooker's disapproval is (at most) implicit. The only aspect of Hooker's brief narrative that Westcote corroborates entirely is the insistence that the event took place recently, or 'not long since'. Even if we accept the possibility that Grandisson's tomb was defaced in the early 1580s, the incident was hardly a recent one by the time Westcote wrote in 1630. In terms of linear temporality, Westcote (born c. 1567) stands in relation to Hooker's account as Hooker did to the depredations of Simon Heynes. Yet Westcote's description of the event is even more redolent of the iconoclasm of the early Reformation than Hooker's, in that he explicitly links the destruction of the tomb to the defacement of the altarpiece; in which case, 'not long since' must be understood to refer to deeds committed some ninety years in the past, more than a quarter-century before the author's birth.
As the seventeenth century wore on, the desecration of Grandisson's tomb remained, paradoxically, a matter of recent memory. In Izacke's account is clearly indebted to Hooker, from whom he borrowed freely and with scant acknowledgement. The tone of strident condemnation, however, is more akin to Westcote (whose 'very heathen[s]' are heightened into 'savage Beasts'). Izacke had been born around 1624, when the destruction of Grandisson's tomb could have been recalled only by his grandparents, or more probably (if it occurred in the early years of the Reformation) his great-great-grandparents. His nostalgic 'of late' collapses a period of at least eighty and possibly 125 years; by the time his book was printed, Grandisson's tomb had been missing for almost as long a period as it had stood intact. Yet Izacke is not simply copying out an adverbial phrase from Hooker without registering how inappropriate it has become; his reference to Grandisson's bones being 'thrown I know not where' has more immediacy and sense of personal involvement than Hooker's 'bestowed no man knoweth where'. Izacke writes as if he had arrived only a little too late to see where the bones were thrown.
In Izacke's case, as in Hooker's, there is good reason to think that two separate events and indeed two eras are being conflated in a single memory. Exeter Cathedral had been subjected to a second wave of iconoclasm when the city was occupied by Parliamentary forces in 1643. The outrages committed in the cathedral were recorded in somewhat histrionic and exaggerated terms by the royalist churchman, Bruno Ryves, writing as Mercurius Rusticus:
They strook off the heads of all the Statues on all monuments in the Church, especally they deface the Bishops Tombs, leaving one without a head another without a Nose, one without a hand, and another without an arme.
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Having served as Chamberlain of Exeter from 1653 (the same position held in the previous century by John Hooker), Richard Izacke would have had first-hand knowledge of the damage suffered by the cathedral in this period. Writing shortly after the Restoration, he may well have drawn on his personal memories and understanding of Civil War iconoclasm to build a nostalgic bridge across time to events much further away in the past. 29 Richard Izacke, Antiquities of the City of Exeter (London, 1677), p. 59 (emphasis added). 30 Bruno Ryves, Angliae ruina: or, Englands ruine (London, 1648), p. 241. In his brief description of Exeter Cathedral before the Puritan assault, Ryves mentions only one episcopal tomb: 'John Grandesson … closed up the end with a wall of most exquisite worke, in which, he built a Little Chappell, and in that Chappell a Monument, wherein himselfe was intombed' (p. 239). Intentionally or otherwise, the text thus sets up the implication that Grandisson's tomb was among those defaced in the Civil War, though of course it had vanished long before.
Izacke did not set out intentionally to deceive his readers as to the date of the destruction of Grandisson's tomb. Like Westcote, Shakespeare, and (probably) Hooker, he employed the rhetorical trope of lateness to convey a painfully nostalgic sense of a past that could still seem just out of reach. There is no reason to think that any of these writers were insincere in asserting that, for them, the senseless loss of the bishop's tomb still seemed like a recent event. Yet the trope also involves the reader in a rhetorical game that can only be won by siding with the writer in his or her nostalgia. Shakespeare's Hamlet provides a clever illustration of how the game is played: In asserting the distinction between two hours and 'twice two months', Ophelia does not suggest that this should have any particular impact on how one remembers the dead. Yet Hamlet hears in her words the implication that the difference should make a difference: that four months constitutes a threshold at which fathers and husbands can begin to be forgotten. He thus recasts Ophelia's attempt at chronological accuracy as gross insensitivity. A reader who quibbles with Hooker, Westcote, or Izacke when they describe the destruction of Grandisson's tomb as 'late' or 'not long since' risks falling into the same trap. If an act of destruction that took place fifty, eighty, or 125 years ago does not seem 'late' to you, this simply reveals you as incapable of grasping the magnitude of the loss.
Rhetorically effective as it undoubtedly is, the deeper significance of the trope of lateness lies in the insight it provides into the shape of early modern time as these authors and many of their contemporaries were capable of perceiving it. In the historical imagination, as in Einsteinian physics, time can warp and curve. Research on personal memory has revealed the prevalence of mnemonic 'telescoping', whereby individuals variously under-or overestimate the temporal remoteness of landmark events, reordering the chronology of their own lives. 32 The examples discussed here suggest that the same effect applies in the case of communicative memory; that is, the inherited and shared recollection of the relatively recent past, transmitted across a small number of generations. 33 Through the telescoping of inherited memory, catalysed by such spectacles as the bare floor of St Radegund's Chapel, the violence of the Reformation era could appear closer in time than events of a chronologically later date. Thus, Thomas Westcote could describe his predecessor, John Hooker, as having written 'long since', even as he averred that the destruction of Grandisson's tomb had taken place 'not long since'. 34 For some readers in the seventeenth century, the reduction of the monasteries to 'bare ruined choirs' may have seemed nearer to their own time than Shakespeare and his sonnets.
II. Absence and Ivy
With the passage of another century, this distinctively early modern way of experiencing and conveying nostalgia was no longer immediately intelligible. In 1787, the local historian, John Jones, consulted Richard Izacke's Antiquities
of the City of Exeter for his own History and Antiquities of the Cathedral Church of St Peter, in the City of Exeter.
35 Noting Izacke's reference to the desecration of Grandisson's monument as a 'late' event, he drew the rational conclusion that it must have been in the course of the Civil War that the tomb was 'broken open and ransacked by the myrmidons of Oliver Cromwell, the coffin taken up, and his remains scattered and lost'. 36 This claim is repeated in Richard Polwhele's History of Devonshire (1793), though Polwhele expresses the hope that the coffin itself may have been left undisturbed by Cromwell's men. 37 The inability of eighteenth-century antiquaries to grasp the terms in which their early modern predecessors expressed nostalgia resulted in a temporary rewriting of history, granting Grandisson's tomb an additional century of existence. The reassignment of its destruction to a more recent era was the side-effect of a more general restoration of temporal order, so that the proximity of events to the present corresponded to their position in the chronological sequence. 33 On communicative memory, see Jan Assmann, 'Communicative and Cultural Memory', in Cultural Memory Studies: An International and Interdisciplinary Handbook, eds Astrid Erll and Ansgar Nünning (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2007), pp. 109-18. Assmann sets the furthest limit of communicative memory at 80-100 years; the examples considered here suggest that the telescoping effect can extend the scope of such memory beyond this limit. 34 Like his predecessors, John Jones makes clear his dismay at the destruction wrought on cathedral monuments in past times. He not only copies but further embellishes Mercurius Rusticus's hyperbolic report of the iconoclasm that took place in Exeter in 1643. Jones's chronological distance from the Civil War is not much greater than was Izacke's from the Reformation. Yet there is no suggestion that he understands these events as still somehow recent. The nostalgia he evinces when confronted with defaced or crumbling monuments is of a different cast, indicated in an epigraph that he attributes to Shakespeare: The lines are obviously not by Shakespeare, and their actual authorship remains a puzzle. They appear without attribution on an engraving of the ruins of Malmesbury Abbey by Thomas Hearne and William Byrne, printed in 1780. The same lines are quoted fairly frequently in late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century county surveys and miscellanies, often either attributed to Shakespeare or described as being 'in the language of Shakespeare'. 39 The passage is in fact a pastiche, with borrowings from Shakespeare (Burgundy in Henry V laments the 'darnel, hemlock, and rank fumitory' (v. 2. 45) overgrowing the fields of France), and possibly from Horace Walpole, if indeed he is not the real author (in a 1740 letter from Rome, Walpole uses the phrase 'their very ruins ruined'). 40 Although it bears little resemblance to anything Shakespeare ever wrote, the 'it pities us' passage reflects what 38 Jones, History and Antiquities, p. 9. 39 The 1780 engraving of Malmesbury Abbey is reprinted, still with the unattributed quotation, in Thomas Hearne, Antiquities of Great-Britain, Illustrated readers in the age of the Gothic and the picturesque both hoped and expected to find in him.
The lines selected by John Jones as an epigraph for his treatise on the monuments of Exeter conjure an image of lost burials in a ruined, potentially monastic church. They do not, however, name a specific cause of the ruination, nor do they posit a clear break between a pristine 'before' and a desecrated 'after'. The desolation of the church and the obscuration of its tombs seem to be attributable mostly to the slow processes of time and the weather. Readers are not invited to travel back in a nostalgic flight of fancy to a period before the church's fall, but rather to lose themselves in melancholy pondering of the process of decay itself. There are precedents for such ruin-sentiment in the literature of the early modern period, notably in Webster's Duchess of Malfi, where Antonio visits a ruined monastic cloister, 'Which now lies naked to the injuries | of stormy weather', and professes to 'love these ancient ruins'. 41 Spenser's gloomy 'The Ruines of Time', which depicts the Roman city of Verulamium almost entirely overgrown with 'weedes and wastefull grass', partakes to some extent of the same mood. 42 Yet such bittersweet contemplation of ancient and mouldering monuments is a world away from the texts with which this article has been concerned, where nostalgia is expressed in the shocked recognition of a painfully recent loss.
Sixty years ago, F. W. Bateson insisted in a dispute with William Empson that the phrase 'bare ruined choirs' could not refer to monastic churches because these buildings, fifty-five years after the Dissolution, would not yet have been sufficiently 'bare':
At that date it would be the rarest thing to find a monastery church that could be described as bare (roofless and windowless, like a tree that has shed its foliage). … Those monastery churches that had not been turned into cathedrals or parish churches, either (i) were being used as quarries for other buildings, or (ii) had been simply abandoned to the weather after the lead and the bells had been removed. It is clear, however, that this second process cannot generally have done much damage by 1593, as several abandoned churches were patched up and restored to use in the early seventeenth century. For the eighteenth-century observer, the ruined abbey enfolds multiple eras and phases, indeed 'all Periods'. The pre-Reformation past and the present meet here, but their conjunction is eased of painful sharpness by the unmistakable evidence of intervening eras, embodied in the luxuriant ivy that embraces the mouldering monastic window.
In the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, ruined monasteries and monuments remained objects of nostalgia, but spoke now of the general passage of time, rather than a specific temporal relationship between one period and another. In this new age, Alexandra Walsham observes, the continuing dilapidation of such structures was a source of contentment rather than concern … The gradual reabsorption of ecclesiastical buildings back into the landscape blurred the boundary between the created world and human culture in a way that men like Gilpin found both religiously and aesthetically inspiring. 45 detected in our modern fascination with images of urban blight (sometimes described as 'ruin porn'), associated above all with the abandoned buildings of Detroit. In spite of how recent these ruins are, what most catches the eye in the photographs of disused theatres and crumbling grand ballrooms by Yves Marchand, Romain Meffre, or Andrew Moore is evidence of the passage of time and ongoing processes of decay, often including the intrusion of foliage. 47 By contrast, the 'late' losses invoked by early modern poets such as Shakespeare, Denham, and the Walsingham writer, and by historians such as Hooker, Godwin, Westcote, and Izacke, are unadorned by ivy, of either a real or a metaphorical variety. Nothing suggestive of the passage of time is permitted to obtrude itself between the present and the primal moment of loss. This is not, or not only, because at the time of writing the Reformation was, objectively speaking, still recent. It is also because the type of nostalgia involved requires an insistence that the loss is still near enough in time to be palpably felt. Intervening events, such as the Elizabethan tidying of St Radegund's Chapel, or indeed the iconoclasm of the Civil War, do not serve as ivy-like markers of the distance between the present and the preReformation past, but rather as unacknowledged magnets drawing the Reformation into closer proximity with the present.
The nostalgia expressed through the trope of 'lateness' centres on a direct and unmediated experience of absence. 48 For Denham, Shakespeare, and the Walsingham poet, the perception of 'lateness' does not emerge out of what they apprehend with their senses, but out of what they fail to see or hear. Denham looks on a bare hilltop and thinks of the chapel that once stood there. The Walsingham poet hears owls shrieking and Shakespeare, perhaps, hears nothing at all, yet both are prompted thereby to think of the sweet songs that once filled the desolate space. For Hooker and later historians, likewise, the empty space that had once held Grandisson's tomb -hovered over by a pitying Christ whose gaze rested only on blank slabs -served as a powerful reminder of that lost memorial. Had another monument been erected in the same place, or the chapel been otherwise renovated, it is unlikely that the removal of the tomb could have maintained its status as a recent event across so many decades. In this case, it is tempting to speak of an intentional or unintentional curation of absence.
This article has explored a form of early modern nostalgia centring on 'lateness' and the still-sharp perception of loss. As a response to the ruins and desecrated spaces of the Reformation, this kind of nostalgia preceded and ultimately gave way to the more familiar sort of ruin-sentiment expressed in works like Keate's 'Netley Abbey'. Yet while the Reformation has long since ceased to be late, a similar sort of telescoping of collective memory can be detected in modern responses to incidents of loss and destruction, especially where the loss in question has been sudden and apparently absolute. The proximity of these disastrous events to the present is maintained through memorial practices that are often grounded, as in the early modern period, in the curation of absence. The spectacle of annihilation at New York's 'Ground Zero' has been sanitised yet perpetuated in the 'Reflecting Absence' memorial, which preserves the footprints of the Twin Towers as eternally vacant space. The empty niches left behind by the great stone Buddhas of Bamiyan, dynamited by the Taliban in 2001, have arguably become more iconic and instantly recognisable than the lost statues themselves. In several places, the evil of the Holocaust is movingly commemorated in the display of empty shoes, presenting themselves to our view as if they had only just been relinquished by the victims and still anticipated their return. 49 The ongoing curation of absence insists on the intolerability of these losses by preventing them from receding too far into the past. Such spectacles invite the fantasy that the loss might somehow still be prevented, generating both anguish and political energy in the ensuing recognition that it is too late. How long can this bitter sense of recent loss be sustained? If the example of postReformation nostalgia is anything to go by, we have not yet reached the end of the beginning. 
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